
Select the right language provider  
to be the expert cog in your technical 
translation machine

CASE STUDY:

OLEO  
INTERNATIONAL

Comtec supports companies to go global with fully translated and localised technical content. 
With industry experience and knowledge of product-specific technical terminology, we use our 
expertise to simplify the process whilst maintaining the highest level of quality. Here’s how we 
can make your technical translation project run like a well-oiled machine.

Advanced translation memory software to reduce costs 
Translations stored in our memories can be quickly retrieved and incorporated in future projects, offering 
significant long-term cost reductions.

Award-winning procedures to ensure the highest quality standard every time 
With both ISO 9001:2015 and ISO 17100:2015 quality accreditations, Comtec has developed a reputation  
for exceptional quality built on rigorously assessed working practices.

Expert translators with industry specific knowledge 
All our skilled translators have a specialist understanding of the technical sector and associated terminology as 
well as in-depth cultural knowledge of the target countries.

Creating a glossary of industry specific terms to ensure consistency
For company specific terms, acronyms and abbreviations we create a glossary. This is a key and  
cost-effective stage in all major translation projects.

Liaison with in-market experts to capture specialist knowledge
Working alongside your in-market colleagues and content authors, we ensure that expert knowledge and any 
preferential stylistic and terminological choices are integrated into your translations.

30 years of translation experience
Comtec is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of language services 
to business. Our services cover technical, medical, financial 
and legal translation, marketing and website localisation, 
interpreting, multi-lingual desktop publishing and software 

localisation. With over 30 years’ experience handling projects in multiple 
languages and formats, we understand the demands of international business 
and ensure the right message is delivered every time.

Task: 
To support Oleo’s expansion 
into some of the world’s most 

lucrative rail sector markets, Comtec 
was enlisted to translate a range of technical 

brochures into numerous languages

Results: 
Input from the client's in-market colleagues, 

who were encouraged to capture and integrate 
company-specific terminology

On time delivery of technically precise 
brochures ready for print

Fully translated and localised brochures 
provided to support Oleo’s sales 

activity in new markets

Services In Focus:

Technical Translation

Leamington Office: +44 (0) 1926 335 681     London Office: +44 (0) 20 7329 5004     E: info@comtectranslations.com     W: www.comtectranslations.com     Twitter: @ComtecTranslate

Additional  
Services:

• Translation Memory Management
• Glossary Preparation

• Post-edited Machine Translation
• Desktop Publishing

30
YEARS


